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 Abstract
     Using the Boltzmann transport equation the fundamental  hydromagnetic 
equations for the fully ionized electron-proton gas are derived including the gener-
alized Ohm's law in terms of magnetic field intensity, mean velocity, current density 
and pressure stress tensor of the mixture. Appropriate boundary conditions of 
continuity of the physical quantities for the  cosmical circumstances are presented. 
Some mechanical equilibrium configurations for the rotation of conducting gas in 
the magnetic field are discussed for the case of axial  symmetry. The effects of field, 
radiation, viscosity and of internal circulation to the rotation of an ionized gas are 
interpreted in terms of the transport of angular momentum and the flow tensor of 
the transport of angular momentum is introduced. Decay of a rotational motion of 
a conducting rigid sphere immersed in the infinitely extending conducting fluid 
with the uniform magntic field is studied and it is shown that the rotational 
motion caused by an impulsive couple breaks down in the relatively short time in 
the process wherein the original angular momenta are transported into the surround-
ing gas by the induced hydromagnetic wave. The rotational instability of an 
infinitely long cylinder with the axial magnetic field is investigated. It is 
shown that the presence of field plays a role to inhibit the rotational instability and 
the instability occurs if the kinetic energy of rotation becomes to the order of that 
of magnetic field. The physical conditions of the earth's exosphere (or the outer 
atmosphere) are reviewed. From the hydromagnetic point of view, possible 
interactions between the exosphere and the interplanetary gas are considered. 
The speculative discussion on the radial limitation of magnetic field and of the earth's 
rotation is made. It is suggested that the problem of the interactions between 
the exosphere and the interplanetary gas may be treated as that of plasma electrody-
namics in the thin boundary layer with the thickness of the order of the electron 
plasma wavelength between above two regions, and the physical characters 
in this layer are presented. A model of the hydromagnetic torsional oscilla-
tions which may be caused by the sudden increase of the solar radiation is studied 
quantitatively.
1 Introduction
   In this decade the so-called  "Magnetohydroclynamics"  (ALFVEN  [1  i) or 
 "Hydromagnetics"  (COWLING  [2j) which studies the interaction between the magnetic 
fields and moving, electrically conducting fluids has been developed under the  cosmical 
conditions. On the other hand, this branch of physics becomes also very important 
for the study of fusion reactor as it is possible to confine the hot plasma by electroma-
gnetic technique.
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   Cosmical hydromagnetics is very different from the electrodynamics in the labora-
tory, that is  : 
   1) the linear dimensions are very large; 
   2) there are no artificial boundary phenomena; 
   3) the time scales are long with the exceptions of some phenomena (say, the solar 
      granules, flares and the geomagnetic disturbances); 
   4) the mechanisms of driving the electric current are not simple. 
   The statement (1) is an essential requirment for cosmicalhydromagnetics. This 
condition permits us to assume that even the very tenuous interstellar space may be 
treated as a continuous fluid and also the coupling between fields and  fluids becomes more 
stronger, the larger the magnetic  Reynold's number  R,.„--47ro-vL  (o-; isotropic electrical 
conductivity, v; macroscopic fluid velocity,  L  ; linear dimension). Concerning the state-
ment (2), we should note this condition for the interpretation of the results of the model 
experiment. It also attracts our attention that the two cosmical plasma clouds, which 
have different physical character, may be separated by the existence of magnetic field, 
especially when there is a relative motion between them. The statement (3) has a 
connection with  (1). Since the changes of time of cosmical phenomena re relatively 
slow, the displacement current may be omitted as compared with conduction current, 
therefore, the hydromagnetics is different o the electromagnetic waves fundamentally 
on this point. We may take  L/VA (VA;  ALFVEN wave velocity) as a rough magnitude of 
indicating the time scale of  hydromagnetic phenomenon. 
                                       Table 1.
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 Electrical conductivity for the fully ionized gas is dependent on the collisions 
of electron with ions and electrons, of which contributions are the same order of 
magnitude for the light elements  (SPITZER The motion of charged particle in the 
presence of magnetic field is restricted within the spiral motion around the line of 
force, if there are no collisions between the particles. Since the mean free path of 
charged particles is very large and particles spiral freely under the cosmical 
conditions, it may be considered in such a meaning that the particles are held tightly 
bound to the line of force. In the other words, there are circumstances in which the 
diffusion of field by the ohmic dissipation (which determines the slipping velocity bet-
ween field and fluid) is almost negligible for the cosmical phenomena nd  the lines
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of force are frozen into the fluid macroscopically. 
   In laboratory electromagnetic theory, it may fairly be said that electric field 
driving the current is set up by the space  charge's (the poralization field) or by the 
changing magnetic field (the induction field). On the other hand, the poralization 
and the induction fields are usually smaller than the motional induction, since the 
quasi-neutrality of charges is valid within a distance larger than the Debye length and 
the time variation is relatively small under the  cosmical conditions. It is, however, 
noted here that electric fields depend on the referring coordinates system. The 
 current flowing in a conducting fluid participates tc the motion of a conductor through 
the magnetic stress. The strong interaction between fields and fluids in the hydro-
magnetics is produced by  these actions (the motional induction and the magnetic force) 
and its typical example is ALFVEN wave. 
   On the standpoint of gas kinetic theory, conduction current in the fully ionized 
plasma is drived through the diffusion of the electrons into the ion gas and in this 
meaning we can say that every factor producing such a diffusion is capable for an 
equivalent electric field (CHAPMAN and COWLING [4], SCHLUTER [5] and COWLING 
   71). Thus, the HALL field being drived through the mass difference between 
electrons and ions in the presence of magnetic fields, the  PANNEKOCK-ROSSLAND field 
under the gravity are typical ones of the equivalent electro-motive force. Further-
more, the pressure stress (including the viscous effect) acting on the electron gas may be 
taken as a factor producing the current in this manner and its effect is remarkable 
in the boundary layer between the two plasmas. Macroscopically, it is likely to say 
that current is restricted in the mechanical conditions. 
   It may be accepted that the interaction between the electromagnetic field and 
the plasma is strongest when the magnetic energy is comparable with the others (for 
example, the kinetic energy of motion, the gravitational energy, gas pressure and 
radiation pressure tc.) and in the quasi-stationary state there is an equilibrium condi-
tion between the former and one or more of the latter. Though it will be expected 
that the non-linear characters in the hydromagnetics bring us many unknown problems, 
thus far the study of non-linear effect has been advanced little by reason of difficulty of 
the mathematical treatment. 
   Due to the restriction of the similarity law it becomes almost  difficult to re-
produce the cosmical condition in the laboratory, therefore, we should study the 
problems theoretically. By application of  these theoretical works to the observations, 
it may be possible to solve the physical conditions which cannot be produced on the 
earth's surface. 
  The hydromagnetic phenomena in the geophysical branch may be classified into 
the followings, though their characters are  considerablly  different  : 
    i) the phenomena related to the main earth's magnetic fieldand its variations 
       in the core, 
    ii) the phenomena in the ionsophere, 
   iii) the electrodynamics in the exosphere,
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    iv) the interaction between the corpuscules or the disturbances coming from 
       the outer space and the earth's atmosphere under the geomagnetic field. 
    It is a distinctive character that the ohmic field cannot be neglected in the earth's 
core. In the ionosphere the neutral particles play a significant role and the dynamics 
of this region forms a special branch. There is no essential difference between (iii) and 
(iv) with the exception of their time scales. From the recent observations  (SIEDENTopF 
 et al.  9J,  STOREY  110; and  BLUCKWELL  [11  ]), it seems that the particle densities in 
the interplanetary space near the earth's orbit and in the exosphere are  con.siderablly 
greater than hitherto considered. We should, therefore, reexamine the phenomena 
in these branches on the standpoint of the electrodynamics of a rarefied ionized 
gas with magnetic field. On the investigation of the problems of the solar-terrestrial 
relations, the energy transfer to the earth's atmosphere, and the acceleration 
mechanisms of the auroral particles, it will be very interesting to clear the physical 
character in these regions. In this paper we will discuss the interactions between 
the interplanetary gas and the  earth's exosphere, and some problems relating to it. 
2 Fundamental Equations 
    Theoretical hydromagnetics is based on electromagnetic heory and gas dynamics. 
The most rigorous way to  derive the hydromagnetic equations is to start from the 
 BOLTZ  MANN equation. This method is a statistical one in which the system is 
described by distribution functions for each types of particles in the gas and every 
quantity can be interpreted as describing of continuous variations in phase space. 
The electromagnetic f elds are caused by the action of individual particles and are not 
continuous in general, but in this statistical description they are smoothed out in such 
a way that fields are to be satisified by  MAXWELL'S equations with the values of space 
charges and of current density obtained from the distribution function  (DuNGEy [12]). 
We shall obtain the fundamental hydromagentic equations for the fully ionized electron-
proton gas by the above mentioned way. 
    After CHAPMAN and COWLING  [4], the BOLTZMANN transport equation of a mole-
cular property of the jth constituent gas in the presence of magnetic field is 
Dni-e •     '1)1  +ni3 aAi a  r -v+  .ni(1);(i—n,D (I)jCj•a  c61 +(KJ+  _ vx  H   Dt           a rD t-3 r•                                                                                                         M .1 
                                             e.        -+(CH) .H)3(1)i —C•• 3 v} - n•.4•3  (2.1)       Dt ac .3C
;a ca. a  r1 
and the definition of  c-1:, is given by 
 ni  95;  =  475ifid  C1, (2.2) 
where  f is the distribution function for j th gas in six-dimensional phase space, 
 n1,  m, and  Ci are the number density, the charge in  e.m.u., the mass and the 
peculiar velocity of the molecules of jth constituent. v is the mean velocity of the 
gas-mixture defined by
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 v  E  njrnj (2.3) 
 • and there is the following relation among the v,  C1 and  c1 (actual velocity of jth gas) 
 C1=  c,--v  . (2.4) 
The righthand side of eq. (2. 1) represents the collisional effect and is given by 
 n;  e  =  f(pia t dC1.(2.5) 
Conduction current density j for the gas mixture is defined by 
 j  =Enie,  j (2.6) 
   Now we construct the equations corresponding to eq. (2. 1) for the electron and 
proton gas, respectively. Then, by giving  j, appropriate physical quantities in these 
equations, we shall obtain the equation of continuity, conservation f momentum, and 
transport of electrical charge. 
   i) Adding the corresponding two equations in this case and using the 
fact that the number density is not altered by collisions, we have 
 D  p a 
               Dp  3r- -v  =  0, (2.7) 
where (2.8) 
which is the equation of continuity for the gas mixture. 
   ii)  41=m1  C1; Adding the corresponding two equations and using the relation 
 ;le  zi  me  (Ted-  nie  mti  C2  — 0, and substituting the definition of j, the resulting equation 
becomes 
 D va  
 p-DT=meIfc+nimili-i—e (II,—vXr  •  P, (2.9) 
where P is the pressure stress tensor for the electron-proton gas and given by 
 P  =  C  Ci+  ne  Me  C,  . (2.10) 
 If  the quasi-neutrality of charge is valid, eq. (2.9) becomes 
 Dv 
 p DT =  p  K+jXH  divP  . (2.11) 
This is the equation of conservation f momentum and it should be noted here that 
P is a tensor, whereas in ordinary hydromagnetics we often assume that the pressure 
is a scalar. Except for this point he equations ofcontinuity and of momentum balance 
are therefore xact consequence of kinetic theory, irrespective of the frequencies of 
collisions. 
   The many collisions hold the form of distribution function in Maxwellian and the 
isotropic pressure is maintained. For ordinary fluids the deviation from the Maxwell-
ian is small and we can expand the distribution function in terms of the mean free 
path by  CHAPMAN-ENSI(OG method. For a very tenuous gas in which the effective
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encounters are so infrequent as being completely negligible, however, this method is 
no longer valid since the mean free path becomes very large. Taking into account he 
fact that charged particles are frozen to the lines of force puts a restraint on the 
motion of the particls in a magnetic field and not inhibited from moving along the lines 
of force but only from moving across, it was suggested  (WATSON [13] and ROSENBLUTH 
 [141) that the pressure tensor in the non-collisions can be taken as a diagonal tensor 
in a coordinate system, one of whose principal axis lies in the direction of the magnetic 
lines of force. 
    iii)  ybi=eiCi; Adding the corresponding two equations, assuming the quasi-
neutrality and using the equations (2. 6), (2. 10) and identical relation  nemeee+ 
 noniei  =0, we have the transport equation of charges 
         Dj+. a v±iav _ n e2 (me+ nti)                                  (E+vX H) 
     D 3  rarnie 
              e(mMemi) (jXH—   ar.P) +neCe-4 el)  =0  , (2.12)                           eMi 
where the electric field acting on charges is taken as a external force. Since the last 
term which stands for the collisional effect is proportional to the relative diffusion of 
electrons with ions, we can replace it by a quantity being proportional to the current 
 (SPITZER  [3] ) and the constant of proportionality  7/ is defined by 
 —  memi4 (ee— (2.13)  e  (Mi  +  Me) 
then  77 is interpreted as the electrical resistivity. 
After some reductions and arrangements in the diadic term, eq. (2. 12) becomes 
            mi me   
 n ea (me+mi)_Dt- +grad (v-j)--i-j  (div  v)—jx  rot  v—v  x rot  ji
                 j  
 =  E+vX  H+me— Mi  [jXH—div  P]-77  j  , (2.14)                    n e  (m
e+  i) 
which is the generalized  OHM's law for fully ionized electron-proton gas. It should 
be noted that this relatively simple law is derived only for the electron-proton plasma, 
whereas in the case of the heavier elements the term depending on the second-order 
moments of the BOLTZMANN equation in velocity space is not simply represented in the 
form of a divergence of the presseure tensor as in the eq. (2. 14), for example. The 
term involving j  X  II is the HALL field  and results from the difference between the 
masses of electron and protorn, as it is shown by the multipling factor  (me-1/2i). 
   As mentioned in introduction the conduction current is drived from the diffusion 
of electrons into the ion-gas and therefore it may be considered that every force caus-
ing such diffusion is qualified for the equivalent e.m.f. In this manner, the terms in-
volving v and j in the lefthand side of eq. (2. 14) are the equvalent  e.m.f. of higher 
order and these fields are important in the transition layer with the thickness of the 
order of the plasma wavelength between the two separated ionized gases as will be shown 
in the later section.
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   The MAXWELL'S equations are correct except that displacement currents are usually
neglected and given by 
                         a H         rot E(2.15) 
 a  t' 
 rot  H  =  4  , (2.16) 
 div  H  =  0  . (2.17) 
The equations of (2.7), (2.11), (2.14)  and the MAXWELL'S equations form the fundamental 
system of the equations of hydromagnetics. 
   In some astrophysical conditions (for exp., the outer layer of a star and its surro-
undings), the contribution of radiation to the process of transport phenomena can not 
be neglected in comparison with that of the interatomic ollisions. 
After  DAVIS  (151 and [161) the criterion on that the collisional effects is  negligiblly 
smaller than that of radiation is given by approximately 
 n  < 0.02 (hc)310-2 T3, 
for the continuum and the critical number density is  109 particles/cm3 for T=5000°K. 
   The problem of the transfer of momentum by the radiation in moving media was 
studied by JEANS  [  17] and the expression of pressure stress tensor for that case obtained 
in an accuracy of the order of v/c. Representing in terms of radiation flux F, his 
result becomes 
 p.4,± 2pv avk2vkFk( VI + Vj+-3  3 
itsxk ) 5c2"7‘, ax;  a  xi5 (v,Fi+  Vi 
                                                   (2.18)
where  p is the total pressure, gas pressure plus pressure of radiation, Fk the  k-com-
ponent of radiation flux F,  7) the total coefficient of viscosity, material plus radiative 
in the absence of magnetic field and c the velocity of light. Since the presence of 
field introduces the strong anisotropy of monentum flow of the ionized particles, the 
coefficient of material viscosity should be very complicated. However, with respect o 
the drag force on the motion the ordinary viscous force plays a role similar to that of 
magnetic stress, therefore, we shall take a non-reduced coefficient of the viscosity in 
the subsequent discussions. 
   Next we shall consider the case of stationary state. After some reductions the 
equation of momentum balance corresponding to eq. (2. 11) becomes 
 p[rot  vxv  +  grad(-1  iv  rz  +  x)1  =  X  H—div  P, (2.19) 
where x is the gravitational potential. Neglecting terms in the lefthand side of eq. 
(2. 14) which are unimportant except for the thin boundary layer and using eq. 
(2. 19), the resulting  Omits law is 
      r- 1  E+vXH—(mi/e) rot  vXv+ grad 1-2-1 viz +  x11-1.2  j  —  0  . (2.20)
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3 Boundary Conditions 
    The theoretical study of  hydromagnetics consists in obtaining the solutions 
which satisfy the fundamental equations and the appropriate boundary conditions. 
On the boundary surface separating two different regions, certain continuity condi-
tions must be applied. These conditions may be obtained from the boundary 
equations on the separating surface. 
    Let n is the positive normal to boundary surface from the region (1) into (2) and 
let the brace {  } stands for the difference ofquantities belonging to the both sides, at 
the surface. Applying the Gauss theorem to eq. (2. 17), we have 
 {n•H} =  0  . (3.1) 
Using the  STOKES therorem and the condition (3. 1), the condition for the tangential 
components of electric field requires 
 {n  X  E}  =  0  . (3.2) 
From the equation (2.  16), the tangential component H requires the condition 
 {nX  1-1}  = 4  7r  J (3.3) 
where J is the surface current density. When the electrical conductivity is finite, 
J vanishes and the resulting condition becomes 
 {nx  HI  =  0  . (3.4) 
From the mass conservation equation i cluding radiation flux, we have following condi-
tion 
 {rt•  (pv+c-2  F))-  =  0  .  (3.5) 
If the normal component of velocity vanishes at the surface, the radiation flux must be 
continuous across this surface and vice versa.  Add dig to these, we must take a 
mechanical equilibrium condition. Considering the pressure balance in an infinitely 
thin boundary layer, we have 
 {n; =  0  , (3.6) 
where  Hi, is the total pressure stress tensor given by 
       r_f 23v2    H
2;= p+AA.+2vi                            -kEVFkp vi v —HiH  L 8  7r'3 ta xk ) 5c2 k4 7-c 
        ax                 2.+aax,:)          , 5c2  (viFi+viFj). (3.7) 
                 i 
   In the case wherein the radiative contributions, the HALL and the Ohmic effects 
are  negligiblly small and the normal comprnent of v vanishes at the surface, the condi-
tions of continuity for an incompressible ideal gas are that; 
                   i)  -{,n  X =  0  ,
              ii)  {H}  =  0 
             iii)  p  =o
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and we may have a discontinuity of the tangential velocity. 
Furthermore, if n  •  H(1)—  n  •  H(2/  =0, the resulting boundary condition becomes 
                                 112 
8 7t I _  0  ,                                                      (3.8)
and there is no requriement for continuity of the trangential components of v and 
H. These limiting conditions are useful for the study of the cosmical phenomena in 
the first approximations. When the region (2) is a vacuum or so rare as to be negligible 
the gas pressure, (say, at the surface of a star) we have the two cases in that  (ROBERTS 
 [18i)  : 
 i)  if  n  • H  0  ;  {n  • I I}— 0,  {n  X H}  — 0, p  = 0 on the surface  I
ii) if  n  • H  0  ; H 0, p 0 on E, and the magnetic field is confined within the 
dense region (1). 
4 Axisymmetric Stationary State 
    We now suppose that the gas is incompressible and the magnetic permeability is 
a unity. Then, the field, H and the velocity, v can be expressed by the following 
axisymmetric solenoidal vector in the cylindical coordinates (LUST and  SCHLUTER 
 [19] and CHANDRASEKHAR [201) 
 H  —1,X  r  T+rot  (1,x  r  S)  , (4.1) 
and 
 v  r V  J- rot  (1,,X r  , (4.2) 
 where  1Z is an unit vector in the direction of the axis of symmetry. From MAXWELL'S 
eq. (2. 16), the current density is 
                  aT 4j —1, , CO4,S 1, +1 a(th 2 T) 1:,(4.3)              azthrci) 
where 
               323a32                                                        (4.4)  -3 
(.7J2  th atoz2 
   Next we imagine the region with extremely low density that there are no absorp-
tions and emissions of radiation as a net (that is, the radiation passes through this 
region with continual absorptions and re-emissions and be merely regarded as a 
carrier of energy, momentum  etc.). Then, there are no sources and sinks of radiation 
in regions considered and radiation flux F can be represented with the following 
expression 
 =  rot  (1,X  r  F).  (4.5) 
 On substituting the expressions for H, v and F into eq. (2. 19), (2. 20) and after 
some reductions, we obtain the following simultaneous differential equation for the 
scalar functions of S, T, U and V 
 3  (CO2 S,  (3)2  U) _   3 (032U,652V)                                          +k-ni(t)3 45S0 ,  (4.6)  a (e..6,  z)a (6.-., Z)
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 a  (652S, V)  —  a  (co  U,   T)  mi   L(th2 v, V) a  (45  U, CL2 U) +RthT — 0 ,   a (co, z)(th, z) e((.:0-, z) a (th, z)m5 
                                                     (4.7) 
 a  (CO  S,  6,2T)  a(thzU, th2V)12ir(0-)2F, 'th2V)         —4  7r p -+47-rvth2z15V—0 ,  3  (C6,  z)(th, z)5_,c2a (C6 , z) 
                                                   (4.8) 
  a (45S,Cei2S)  + a(T, thaT)4
pra (45,UU)a(,cOV)      (th,z)a(,z)L(a),z)+a(th, z) 
 + 
             12Tra(6)2 U ,4,F) +a (a)2 F , 4,U)14 7r v(71 U  =0  , (4.9)              5c2 a  (th,  z)(0)2, z) 
where  (47rvL  / ri) is the magnetic REYNOLD'S number. 
   If there are no meridional circulations  (U=-0) and the magnetic  REYNOLD'S 
number is effectively infinite, eq. (4. 6) is automatically satisfied and the resulting 
system becomes 
 a(COS,  V) +   mi  (a)2  V,  V) 0
,                                                   (4.10)                 a (th,e  a  (th,  z) 
 aw2 S,  (-62  T)  127r  3(OF, th2V)+4 
rtCO .45V=0 (4.11)  a  (th
,  z)  5c2(th, z) 
           a (45S, c7,2 S) a (T,  th2T) 4a (V, th2 V)0
,4.12  (th
,  z)(a), z)P a (e.0-,  z)() 
We shall consider some limiting cases for the rotating body. 
(a) The case of the slow  rotation  :
   In this case the contribution of centrifugal force is negligible compared with the 
magnetic stress, eqs. (4. 10), (4. 11) and (4. 12) become 
                         a (6., 2S,   V)  4  0                                                     (4.13)  a(w
,z)
(652  S,  652  T) 127r a (652F, c7i2 V)                                           +477'7)6)24, V — 0, (4.14)            a (co, z) 5 c2(th, z) 
 a  (4,S, 0)2 S) + a- (T,th2T)  _0                                                   (4.16)                  a(co,z)a(th, 
respectively. 
Eq. (4. 13) stands for the law of isorotation (H. grad V) =0 (FERRARO [21] and  ALFVEN 
[22]). From this equation we have in general 
 V  =  G  (a)2S)  , (4.15) 
and this relation represents the fact that the angular velocity of rotation is constant 
on a line of force. Suppose that there is no azimuthal field, we have 
 45 S =  const.  , (4.17) 
from eq. (4. 15). 
   On the other hand, the rotational angular velocity  V, determined from eq. (4. 14) 
for T=0, cannot be reconciled with the law of isorotation (4. 16) in the presence of
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meridional field which is specified by eq. (4. 17). It becomes to be necessary that the 
field is not confined in the meridional plane in the case of the rotating ionized gas in 
which the effect of radiation is appreciable. The system of equations (4. 13)—(4.15) 
decides the possible configurations of field and of the rotation in the cosmical region 
which is exposed to considerable flux of radiation from the interior. 
(b) The case of the rapid  rotation  :
   Let T=0 in the system of eqs. (4. 10)—(4. 12), we have 
 3  (th2  S,  V) +  mi  a  (6)2  V  ,  V)  0  ,  (4.18)  a  (c
o-, z) e  a  (a}, z) 
                                       2 
                 127ra (6,Fa,2V)                                  +47r7,6,34, V = 0 ,()                                                                  4.19
                  502a(65,z) 
               a (45S,C7)2S)a(6)2V, V)0(4.20)                              +4 Tt p 
                 a(,z)a(65,z) 
Eliminating the term  a((.7.)2  V, V) Mo.),z) from equations (4. 18) and (4. 20), we obtain 
 45  S+47rneV,  w2 S1_ 0  (4.21) 
                           a ((.;), z) 
that is, 
 45S+4  neV—  G  (6)2  S)  ,  (4.22) 
 where G is an arbitrary function of  th2 S. 
   The rotational velocity V may be determined from eq. (4. 19) independently 
of S. Therefore, it may be said that the presence of meridional field has no effect 
 On the  roataion, on the contrary a possible configuration of field in such a rotating 
ionized gas is specified by the relation of eq. (4. 22). From eq. (4. 18), there is a 
modified law of  isorotation. 
 V= G  L(7)2  S  +ey V)]  , (4.2S) 
but this relation is obtanied independetly of the condition of mechanical equili-
brium. In order to satisfy the stationary equilibrium conditions in meridional 
plane at the same time, the relation between S and V must be specified by eq. (4. 22), 
not by eq. (4. 23). 
(c) The case in which the radiative and the viscous effects are  negligible  : In this 
case, the resulting fundamental equation are 
                a(6,2 S,   V)+ mi a(6) V,V)0 , (4.18)                 —a (6
),z)e a(6, z) 
 a  (6,2S,  0.2T)  0 (4.24) 
 a  (6),z) 
           a (4,S,(7)2S)a(T,C712 T)4a(V, ci)2T7) 0  . (4.25) 
            3(th,z)3(,z)— p                                    a(65,z)
The general solution of eq. (4. 24) is 
 47)2  T =  G  S)  . (4.26)
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Taking a linear function of Co 2 S as the simplest form of G, we have 
 T  S (4.27) 
where  a is an airbitrary constant. Substituting this relation into eq. (4. 25), we 
obtain 
                  (45+ cx2) S, th2  Si I 4  a  (co  V,V) .                                                       (4.28)a (th
,z)P a  (th, 
Eliminating the term involving the product of V from the eqs. (4. 18) and (4. 28), we 
have the relation 
 [th2s,  S+  cx2S+4  7tneVi  ,                                                     (4.29)  a  (th
,  z) 
and its general solution is 
 45S+  oc2S+4  77,neV  =G(o-i2S).  (4.30) 
We have also the modified law of isorotation 
 w2  (s  rnL  V)  =G(V)  , (4.31) 
from eq. (4. 18). Let G=0 in eqs. (4. 30) and (4. 31), we have the following differential 
equation for S 
 45  S  +  (GC2— /82)  S =rc , (4.32) 
 w  here 
 mi  
                  '62 4 71-n e2 '(4.33) 
and K is an arbitrary constant determined from the boundary condition. In spherical 
coordinates the equation (4. 32) becomes 
        - ar2r a  r 
        - a4 1—,a2a2 r2,u, a + (a2—/32)] S = K , (4.34)       r2 a 
where  1a= cos  8  . The general solution of eq. (4. 34) may be represented in the 
following form with the use of  GEGENBUER, polynomial  C;,'2  (11,) 
                      S (r,  8) E  s„ (r)  C.„3l  2 (oU)  , (4.35) 
 n=o 
in which  S„ (r) are the solutions of the following  ordinary differential equations 
       ((12 4 d   d  
r2dr                    GC2 —(32) So =  K  , (for n0) (4.36) 
       r 
      - d2 4 d 
       -dr2dr'at            +(2132) n (n +3) S„=—0, (for n1) (4.37) 
   and their general solution are 
 S0  (r)  = 0'13,2 (y+ 0Pi 2 1-312(y— (K / y2) , (4.38) 
             S,,(r)Ajiy—s 2In+ 3 12  +B,,r3/  2L+3i2 (y r)(4.39) 
where y2 =—/32  .
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   With the appropriate boundary conditions, these  solutions may specify the con-
figuration of fields in the non-uniformly rotating fluid. 
   It  is remarked here that the quantitative studies of the hydrostatic magnetic fields 
 —force-free and pressure-bound  fields— weie carried out by several workers (LUST and 
SCHLUTER  [19],  CHANDRESEKHAR  [23], PRENDERGAST  24], CHOPRA  F25],  AKASOFU 
[26] and TAMAO  [27}).
5 Transport of Angular Momentum 
   JEANS  [281 pointed out that the passage of radiation through a rotating radiative 
equilibrium star produces unequalities in the angular velocites of different parts of the 
star and tends to set up the conservation of angular momentum in the outer layer of 
the star. On the other  hand, the presence of field has apperciable ffects on the distribu-
tion of angular velocity in a highly conducting medium (COWLING  [6]). 
    Magnetic, radiative, and viscous stress acting upon the rotatingionized gas con-
tribute to the transpoi t of angular momentum about the axis of rotation. We shall 
introduce the flow tensor of the transport of angular momentum by these forces. 
The pressure stress exterts the force 
                            a _(5.1) 
 x, 
on the gas. The moment of this force is 
 mij ==as k Mijk (5.2) 
                                                 X with
                                                     (5.3)
 Mio, is the density of flow tensor of angular momentum, the suffix specifies the direction 
of angular momentum and  ij the direction of its flow. 
Representing in the cylindrical coordinates, the flew tensor of angular momentum about 
the z-axis is 
 Mzk-= eh[(P+ -27) div —2-  (v-  F)}a,k--,(H3 vL)+3__ (VF ± V h,Fj)1 
 3  5  c2 a  Xj  a  XI,  5 
                                                   (5.4) 
    In the same way, the flow tensor due to magnetic stress may be derived  (LUsT 
and  SCHLUTER  [29). Therefore, taking account the equation of continuity and 
rewriting the mobil operator in the equation motion, we obtain the following equation 
of conservation of angular momentum about the rotational axis in spherical  coordinates 
 a  (p  ra sin2 0  cb)+  (c-2div F)  r2  sin2  B4 =  —div  Ol  , (5.5) 
where is the rotational angular velocity, F the radiation flux, and  of the flow tensor 
consists of the contribution due to magnetic, radiative,  viscous and internal circulative 
stress. In the case of  rotationsl symmetry, the components of the flow tensor  of in 
spherical coordinates are
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 —4c¢mAbr  sin  0 H  H„,  H,2  -y  1  H12)  , (5.6) 
 a„d—  5c2r sin 0 [r  sin 0r sin  00  Fo+v,F,,  —(v.  F)+3 v,F,], 
                                                    (5.7)
                                 c6                                       2 '3  ot„is = r sin 0(--v  r  sin 0 ra—7/sin 0 a p +-vdiv  )  , (5.8) 
 p  r2  sina 6  (v, ,  v  e  r  sin  6  4)2)  . (5.9) 
   As is well known, the  toroidal field H, is produced through the process of motional 
induction of non-uniform rotation with the meridional field  H, in the case of axial sym-
metry and is specified by the equation 
               as,9(4 7-0)-)-1  V2  H, =  r  sin  0(Hs .grad0)  ,  (5.10)* 
                 and if is a function of radinus r only, then 
 Hs-  grad(I.=  r sin  OH,- d • (5.11) 
 dr 
It is understood from this relation that the presence of field has an uniformalizing 
effect on  q similar to that of viscosity. Physically speaking, the lines of force in the 
meridional plane are distorted and azimuthal component of field produced by the 
non-uniform rotation, but the restortion of line of force resists to this distortion. 
That is, due to magnetic stress, the transport of angular momentum should be occurred 
in such a way that the distribution of angular velocity in a conducting as will be 
towards the uniform rotation. 
   Suppose now the rotating region immersed in meridional field in which the 
angular velocity decreases outwards and the lines of force attatches parmanently with 
the medium, then the dipole-like field is twisted towards an opposite direction of rota-
tion and the so-called  Trtoroidal field produced. In such a case, according as  Hr  0 
the produced toroidal field then the product  H,H, is negative and the transport 
of angular momentum due to the magnetic stress is always outward as to be seeing 
from eq. (5. 5) and (5.6). Neglecting the effects of radiation and internal circulation 
to the rotation, the non-uniformity of rotation at the initial state will be gradually 
uniformalized through the process of outward transport of angular momentum by the 
magnetic stress, or when the rotating body is enclosed in non-rotating ionized gas and 
there are leaks of lines of force to the surroundings, the rotation will be break down by 
the electromagnetic torques acting on the boundary between two regions. 
   From the views of mechanical equilibrium, any stationary non-uniform rotation 
in a conducting as cannot be presented. Because, if such a rotation exist with the 
meridional field the produced magnetic stress would be unbalanced unless there is any 
inward flow of angular momentum which compensates the outward flow by magnetic 
     * Here, the HALL effect is not included.
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stress. The deviation from the uniform  roatation will have a tendency of hydromagnetic 
(torsional) oscillation but due to the extremely smallness of density its period might 
not be great appreciablly. 
   Cosmical gas (particularly, the outer layer and surroundings of a star) receives the 
considerable amount of radiation from the denser egions and because of its extremely 
smallness of density we may approximately imagine that the radiation flux passing 
through such a region is conserved. Suppose a spherical symmetric flux of rdia-
tion, then 
 Fr  CC  r-2  .
From eqs. (5. 6), it is appeared that the radiation has a contribution to the rotation in 
such a way to conserve the  angular momentum through the passing region. 
 When we take account the both effects of magnetic and radiative stress in the 
 non-uniforin roatation, the radial components of the flow of angular momentum are 
 a  inax>  0  , and a, adZ-_-0 whether  Fr is outward or inward. If inward flow density due to 
the radiation is comparable with the outward one transported by magnetic stress 
and lines of force are confined in this rotating region, we may have the range of varia-
tion of angular velocity  q  (r) in the stationary state 
            const. (magnetic effect) >  (Mr)>  r-2 (radiative  ffect). 
6 Decay of a Rotational Motion of a Conducting Rigid Sphere being surro-
  unded by the Highly Conducting Fluid under the Uniform Magnetic Field 
   As mentioned in the last section, the rotation of a conducting body, being surround-
ed by the non-rotating ionized gas in the presence ofthe leakage of lines of force into 
surroundings, is break down by the electromagnetic torque acting on the surface of the 
rotator. In other words, the initial rotating motion is damped down through the 
process inwhich the angular momentum belonging to the rotating body is transported 
into the surroundings by magnetic nduction. The drag experienced by a moving 
body in a conducting fluid was studied for the several cases  (CHoPRA  [30] and CHOPRA 
and SINGER  [31  i). 
   In this section we will discuss the decay of rotational motion of the sphere, caused 
by the transportation f angular momentum into the surrounding gas by the induced 
hydromagnetic wave. In the spherical coordinates the axisymmetric magnetic field 
H and the solenoidal flow v can be represented by 
                 aa         H—  sin  e  a  e(sin20 S)_-rsin  ea r  (Y2  S) 10-4 r sin 0 T 1,(6.1) 
 —   (sin2 0 U)1,—_sin3  (r2 U) 10+ r sin 0 V 1.(6.2)             sin 00                             Y a r
Neglecting the viscous term and considering the purely rotational motion in an ionized 
gas, we have the following equations 
 a  (th2s,  v)er) a  T               + T — =  0  , (6.3)                  a (07),z) 4 7ra5at
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 a  (C(2  S  ,  C62  T)3 VA .                                                      (6.4)                 a (
c.--0," P a  t" 
When the poloidal component of field is uniform, the function S is a constant. Denot-
ing this constant by  S, the equations (6. 3) and (6. 4) become 
         _aT(4 7rcr)--1-A5T—4 S ( cos ( aSin 19 ) V - 0  , (6.5) 
   trr a t9 
 a   v  2  s a sin o a 
            ,cos—ao)  a  t 4pT = 0 . (6.6) 
Eliminating V from the eqs. (6. 5) and (6. 6), we have the equation for T 
 
r   3  --  (4  7F--  6) 1  A,a-IT—8 VA2 p, a—1a)2 T= 0, (6.7) 
  L a 2a\ra 
where 
              a2 4 - 1,2;324,a          H—-+!=' (6.8) 
                ar2 r a rY2 a  /A2 r2 a  it ' 
 17A  2—  52/4  7,  p (6.9) 
and 
 =  cos  . (6.10) 
    Since V must be the even function of  iu, from the physical requirement, we can 
expand V in therms of the GEGENBAUER polynomials with the even order as 
                       V =  V2., (r)  (IL)  - 
 ii-o 
Using the eq. (6.5) and the recurrence  formulae for GEGENBAUER polynomial 
 (4  n+5),u,CN,2.,,  (2n  1-2)  CYn2,  +  (2  n+3)  C2n2, (6.12) 
  (4 n-[-5) (1 —p,2)d(2n+1) (2 n+2)i'l 2+ (2n+3) (211-{-4)CNi2, (6.13) 
we can also expand T in terms  of the  GEGENUAUER polynomials with the odd order as 
in the form 
                T =  E (r)  C2;t2+  (Y)  • (6.14) 
 n=0 
Substituting this formal solution into eq. (6. 7) and using the recurrence formula for 
 GEGENBAUER polynomial, we obtain the recurrence quation for  T27,+1 (r). Neglecting 
the higher harmonics of  n>l, we have the equation for  T1(r) 
         a2T141(32 +4a4Ti 
      r2r  3  rr2at 
            a2  2   V+4a4 =0.      —-A2(6.15) 
 3r2ra rr2 
Replacing the time derivatives by the operator  p and after some arrangement, we have 
the following ordinary differential  eqation for  T1
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 2 T 4 d T -(132 + 4T= 0 , (6.16)            dr2 r d rIA1 
where 
 132                         12  fi2                                                   (6.17)                  V
A2+    54 7r Cr 
and its solution which is regular at the infinity is specified by 
 T C  r-21  2K  5,2 r) (6.18) 
where  K5120r) is the modified BESSEL function of the second kind and C a constant. 
   Now let us to consider the case that a rigid conducting sphere of radius a and 
moment of ineitia  I, immersed in infinitely extending conducting fluid with the uni-
form magnetic field of which direction coincides with the axis of rotation of a sphere, 
is set in motion by an impulsive couple F, per unit volume, applied at  t=0. The 
equation of the trorque balance for the motion of a sphere is 
             fPdvd=(t) +(jx H)Xecidr , (6.19)                 J
t- 
where 
 N=  jFdT. (6.20) 
 8(t) is  DIRAc's delta function and the integration is taken through the volume of a 
sphere. Let  v=0  x  w, wherein  0 is the angular velocity of rigid rotation of a sphere, 
the lefthand side of eq. (6. 19) becomes 
                               d
 fpddVtXthdT — It 
 
' (6.21) 
where
                         I za5p.                           15
The equation corresponding to eq. (6. 16) in the rigidly rotating conductor is 
 45 T+oc2  T  =  0  , 
where  oc2  =  -4  n  cr  , 
and its solution being finite at the origin is 
                          T =  Ar--212J5i2(ocr).
From the eqs. (2. 16) and (6. 1), the current density J is expressed by
 4  nj =-   a  [(1 —,o)- _(11-`2)"3  (r2  T) lo —Y (1-,0)1/4 ,S  1, 
   aµr a  r 
in the spherical coordinates. Substituting these relations into eq. (6. 19) 
some reductions, the resulting equation becomes 
 I 7/                  d4T  = N8 (t)+ 5  a'  4  S  A  j5/2  (o  r)
(6.22)
(6.23) 
(6.24)
(6.25)
(6.26) 
and after
(6.27)
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    From the conditions of continuity of  H and  v, (or  E,) at the surface of a sphere, 
we obtain the following relations 
               A  K512  (,8  a) (6.28)  1
5/2  (a a) 
and 
                      10 77- p      C fi  Q   (6.29) 
 3  sd+ 4r_,12v\11• 
                  [Adrr(N"Jr-.
Using these relations and the recurrence formuala for BESSEL  function, the eq. (6. 27) 
is reduced to 
              d S2   N (t)— 8p a4 ,6p 12l2(3a)(6.30) 
         d t Kai, (13a) 
It is noted here that the rotating motion of a sphere is independent of its electrical 
conductivity, since the eq. (6. 30) does not include the constant  a. 
The subsidiary equation (say, see  CARSLAW and JAEGER  `32]) corresponding to eq. 
(6.30) is 
                    N+S20 13a K3,2(,3a)  —•(6.31) 
 I  pa.K3,2(3a)+5K512(13a) 
where  20 is the initial value of  S2. First, we shall consider the case wherein the con-
 ductivity of the surrounding fluid is infinite. Using the Inversion Theorem and the 
relation of 
 K312  (z)27C )332(1 +   ,  K512  (z)  =  (27-7--z)112e'  (1 + +  z32  , 
 we obtain 
                     N +S21 17+1  r d z  (1+z)  ez    SJ (t)-(6.32)               2 f  (z) 
 where 
 f  (z)  z3+6z2+15z+15, (6.33) 
                          t,(12 S2V12                     5a2 4 7rp t'(6.34) 
                  z(125)1/2  aX . (6.35)                                     VA 
 X is an integration variable and the path of integration is chosen to avoid the singu-
 larities of integrand. The poles of  integrand are zeros of  f(z) =0. These zeros is given 
 numerically by 
 z  7.2±i  a3, (6.36) 
 where 
 a, = 2.32219,  a,  = 1.83891,  a,  — 1.75438. 
 Using these values the explicit form of  S2  (t) is given by            
1   N  r      12(t)Lexiaca (cx-r-1) e-c11'+oc2) {Gta (1-20C2)  cosa3  1'            (al— a2)2+ a$ /an 
 —a,(1—a,)sina,r}e-tv211 (6.37)
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for the case of  Slo=0. 
   Fig. 1 shows a variation of  I.Q/N with 
strong magnetic induction drag, the damping 
mode is too small to be detected.
the modified time t' 
is almost aperiodic
 Due to the very 
and the oscillatory
0.5
... 
q  1
 ZOia                                                                                   2.0
                                      t''S(am"h)  t 
                 Fig. 1. A curve of the variation of  .112/N  with the modified 
                        time t' for the case of infinite conductivity. 
   In the same manner the mode of decay of a rotating sphere immersed in conducting 
fluid with the finite conductivety may be obtained and the most effective damping 
time  71 is given by 
        =
5 
        12)1/2)271/2                                     CX1             F
aA )1[1 ( 4 7r o- a7  4 7r :a VA • (6.38) 
   In Table 2 the decay time corresponding to the appropriate conditions for the 
local motion in the earth's core, in connection with the geomagnetic secular variations, 
and for the interplanetary gas clouds are shown. From this table we can see that the 
motion is break down during the surprisingly small time for the case wherein the lines 
of force of field leak into the surrounding conducting fluid. 
                       Table 2. The values used in this table are 
    for the eath's core;  47=3.10-6 in  e.m.u.,  3=1 gauss,  p=10 gr/cm3, for the interplanetary 
 couds;  S=10-6 gauss,  p=10-21  gr/cm3, n=103 paritcles/cm3,  T=104 deg K.
7
         earth's core  interpl 
     radius (cm) decay time (sec) radius (cm) 
     108 2.78.108  1010 
 107  2.78.107  109 
     106  1.71.106 108 
 105  3.61.107  107 
 104 2.78.108  i 106 
Rotational Instability of an Infinitely Long  Con 
Axial Magnetic Field* 
 I the last section we treated the decay of rotating
 terplanetary clouds
 deca time y ti e  (sec) 
 2.78.105 
 2.78.104 
 2.78.103 
 2.78.102 
 2.78.10
 nducting Cylinder with the
 n e st ction  ated e cay f tating sphere as an example of the 
* The similar problem was studied by J .W. DUNGEY  [12], independently of the present work.
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 a'
    st 
R .
 Surface  current ..7;:= Fl- Fi )1/4 YE 
Fig. 2.  The  modeI  of  a  rotat-
     ing  conducting  cylinder.
where H and  ,12 are constant. 
equation (2.  19) the resulting
Integrating the
which is an  equation of pressure balance for 
   Assuming  that the gravitational potential 
concentrated on 6.; = 0, with the density c pet 
negligibly  smaller than that of the former,  m
where  K=2  k2c, and k is the gravitational constant. Then, the equations ot pressure 
balance are 
            P+77,                 8H-2pK ln 2p2 S22 — C011,St, fora)<R ,                                                    (7.5)
and 
                               f2 
 P'+   — p' K =  con.st'  , for  (,T)>R  . (7.6)  8 7r 
Using the boundary condition that the total pressure  p+H2187,-+  px is continuous at the 
surface  --4?, we have the following relation 
   T12 1  
p17'2   p+ pK in=(COR2) ++      87-t28 n- )th-R— p' K R.  (7.7)
             cases wherein the lines of force of field across the boun-
              dary surface between two conducting regions. Now 
             we consider the case in which the field is separated 
             by boundary surface between the two relatively 
             moving conducting ases. 
                As a simple modelcorresponding to this case, we 
             take the  followings  : an infinitely long and conducting
             cylinder of radius R with the axial magneticfield is 
             rotating rigidly in the infinitely extending and conduct-
            ing gas with the axial field (refer to Fig. 2).
                 First we consider the stationary conditionunder 
             the assumption that the fluid is  inviscid and  incom-
             pressibleand every quantity is independent of z and
 lei  f  tat-  q_-) in cylindrical coordinates. Then, possible solution 
 ting  ylinder. of stationary field H and velocity of motion  V are 
 H  (0, 0, fi) and  V  —  (0,  et;  2,  0)  , (7.1) 
Taking the th-component of the mechanical equilibrium  
, l i  equation is 
  (fi+H2  p a3+ pg) =.      8Tt(7.2)                   co- 
above equation, we have 
 13+8 7r+pg= pu)2S2+ coast. , (7.3) 
 
:ation f e sure lance r the rotating cylinder. 
 at e avitational tential  )( is ascribed to the line source of mass 
. Co  , ith e nsity  r unit length and the self gravity of gas is  
'er than that of the former we have 
 g  =  —K  in  , (7.4)  
, i i i l i f
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If  p=p' and  H'=0, (7. 7) becomes 
 2 
 Pi—P—  8  >  0 at"th R. (7.8) 
                                       7r 
   Next we consider that the surface of a rotating cylinder is deformed to  di  =R+77, 
where  >7 is a small displacement, caused by the  samll perturbation. Let  H-171+-h, V 
 =--17 v, and  P---15+p where  h, v, and  5 are the small perturbation a d neglect the 
higher order terms involving the product of the small quantities, in the following dis-
cussion. Using the representations (4. 1) and (4. 2) we denote the axisymmetric pertur-
bation field  it and v in the forms
h—
     3S  --- 1. 
     3z 
 Co T 
   a   (  )  1  
,  a  a) 
above expressions into 
           h—--rot47- 
     3
 v  —
Snbstituting the the  perturb
    u —a1, 
       a• 
 a)  V  1,, 
 u)  2. 
 w  a  ai 
 )ation equations
 rot  (VXh)  ±  rot  (vX  H)  ,
(7.9)
(7.10)
and
 a  v 
 at 
we  obtain
 +rot  VXv+rotvXV ----(47tp)—lrot  p
the  fol 
1 3  ( 
2 
 1  a( 
2  
1   a( 
2
lowing relations 
c:62   H,  wZ  U)  3 a  -0 , 
 grad  (p+pv.-V),
 a  (w,  z) 
  (th2  H  , V)  
 3  (6.) 
 3 (c7J2  H,  (7)2  T)
  3 (a), z)
 T_ a  
 t
 0  ,
 —  4  7t  p  a( th2 U , 
 a (e.-0,
ch  2Q) —4  7t  p  av 
 at
(7.11)
 (7.12)
(7.13)
z) (7.14)
Assuming
 1 
 2 
the
and et  ceira
 a  (4  S  ,  H) 
z4 (Y, thz .(2)+47 rpCo" /1  a  (5    6-u, )a (             P,z) 
formal solutions 
            U =  E  U„  (Cro)  eik  nz-F.ne
                     yl =  nneihnz-Hont , 
and eliminating S, T, V from eq. (7. 12)—(7. 15), 
 d2 U3 3 dU„2 
— 
                  qU            d
(7:2wd
 aU  _0. 
 3t
we obtain
(7.15)
(7.16)
 (7.  1  7  )
(7.18)
where
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                             4      =1+(7 .19) 
 (1  + k2l72)2                                                (14,
and 
 V  A  2  =  H2/4  n'  p  . 
Its solution being finite at the origin is 
 Un.—  An  I  ()gn) (7.20) 
where  Ii  ( I  '7,1(.0 is the modified BESSEL function of l'st kind and  An a constant. 
In the same way, we have the following solution for the region  c7)>R
       U'  =  , U;,  (65)  — 
Whereas we can obtain the relations at the deformed
   L+12ria n                                    , V;,=-+ - a t a 
q)
 Ki (n  (25)  .
surface that
(7.21)
(7.22)
and
 h,  =  H z 71(7.23) 
                                   from the perturbation equations (7. 10) and (7.11).
    Using these relations, we can represent the perturbed fields, velocities and pressures 
at the deformed surface in terms of the displacement  77 of the surface, then after 
some lengthy calculations, we have the dispersion equation 
                     (lq IR)K(kR)-    pR%fa.IV20n+Prk ny/2                     1"AI 1 (I q n1R)"  K,(k„  R)  _ 
 _  _CO4 7  1 q„I(1q,„11?),KG(?q„1R)  (7.24)  k 
„  In                          R„ I , (IgnIR) P K,  (1  qnj  R)  _ 
 by  the  requirement  hat  the  total  pressure  P  +(IP  /8  Tr)-  p  X  must  be  continuous at 
the deformed surface. This equation specifies the frequancy  co,,, corresponding to the 
given values of the wave number  k„ and the instability occurs when the eq. (7. 24) has 
a root such as  o  >0.*  When their argument z is real positive, the modified  BESSEL 
functions of  /0(z),  I ,(z)  ,  K  0(z) and  K  i(z) are all positive and  IolI, is a monotonic decreas-
ing function of which value at the origin is infinity (in oder of 1/z) and  Ko/K, is zero 
at z=0 and increases monotonically  with z, thus, the righthand side of eq. (7. 24) is 
always positive, except of the case of  w;,=0, with the behabiour that its value vanishes 
in the limit of co;,--.0 and increases with co:, as  c4,--*cc, provided that  k„ is finite. There-
fore, we can see that there is always a positive root of  (4 of eq. (7. 24) when the lefthand 
side of eq. (7. 24) becomes positive. If  it  A2----V  A"=----0, the  lefthand side of eq. (7. 24) is 
always positive and we can say that the presence of magnetic field plays a role to 
inhibit the rotational instability. 
     * We do not consider the case of overstability n which the amplitude ofoscillation grows 
 exponentially with time.
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   When  rir=0 and to=--p' , after some modifications, eq. (7. 24) becomes 
 4-/oCq1Rf-  1- ai3 1 -+  --) 4i 1 +  4 x.(!q„IR) Ko*,)                                                                                               -+-           (1+4/34)2Ii(1q„11?)  (1+4/14)2_  I  „(lq„IR)  Ki(a„)  1' 
                                                  (7.25)
where  
ix„ =  knR,  - (-112/8')(0                                  =2/s22, (7.26)  (
pRzS22/?) 
and 
 q„  R =  a„  _1  +  (1+  a4xp;'  4)2: (7.27) 
Although it does not to show that whether the principle of exchange of stabilities 
(see for exp., LIN  [33,, PELLOW and SOUTHWELL [34] and  CHANDRASEEHAR [351)  is
valid or not in this case, we can derive the qualitative tendency of instability as is 
shown in the followings. Since 
 K,  (4)  Io(lq.„11?)  
``, and  qn Ra„  (1+4  x„)  K
, (a;.)  /,  (I  qn!R) 
in the limit of we have approximately 
 1-13=  a4, as  an -*0 
from eq. (7. 25) and its possible root is x;,—(4,/ S22— 0, thus we have neutral stability 
in the limit of  a,„-*0.*  While, if  a.„ is so sufficiently large as to guarantee the approxi-
mation that lq„ITL----a„, we have the critical condition of  instability 
                             I o(cc  1—an 11)  (a
„) —  0  , 
and the critical value of  fl specified by
this condition decreases monotonically 
with  a„ for the sufficiently large values. 
Then the curve of neutral instability 
may have a maximum as is shown in 
Fig. 3. and it can roughly be said 
that instability occurs when the kinetic 
energy of rotation becomes larger than 
that of magnetic field, since  1-0/  I, is 
appoximately unity for the appropriate 
values of  an. Fig. 4 shows the variation 
of time of groth  x„  1 with  /3 for the case 
ponding to this case is  t3„ii=0.4464. 
   Considering that the outer layer of 
     * Taking  xn=0 in eq. (7. 25), we obtain 
 consistent with neutral stability.Thus I 
 in the present  case,
 pj 
r
of  k  ,R =1 and the critical value of (1 corres 
 =0.4464. 
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with magnetic field by the reason of its large  REYNOLD'S number and there is a static 
mechanical equilibrium between gas pressure gradient and the gravitational accelera-
tion, the rigdly rotating region may be far extended by the strong rigidity of lines of 
force if the field is current-free. Thus, it may appear that the centrifugal force at the 
level, being far distant from the center, will surpass the gravity and at last, the kinetic 
energy of rotation may be to  excel' the magnetic energy of decreasing filed with 
height, such as a dipole field due to the internal origin, and the outer part of rotating gas 
will be detached from the star and mixed into the non-rotating surruounding space. 
In order to avoid such a instability, the radial limitation of field and rotation of a 
star should be present in the transition layer being within an appropriate distance from 
the center and the field be confined in a cavity with a relatively small radius. 
8 Physical Characters of the Earth's Exosphere 
   The density of the atmosphere must decrease with increasing height and the 
frequency of collisions between the gas particles will become smaller and smaller cor-
respondingly. Ultimately we shall reach the extremely rarefied region where collisions 
are almost negligible and many  upward-moving particles coming from the denser regions 
below will return under the influence of gravity and few of them with hyperbolic 
orbits will escape from the earth. This region is called the fringe region of the atmos-
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sphere or the exosphere (MITRA [36]). 
   The theoretical study on the physical nature of the exosphere was done by  SPITZ  ER 
[371 . Also.  DUNGEY  [38] studied the electrodynamics of this region which he called 
the outer atmosphere. After their investigations the physical character of the exo-
sphere is as follows. 
   The exosphere is regarded approximately  a, an isothermal diffusive equilibrium 
atmosphere with the temperature defined at the critical level below which collisions 
are dominant. The height of the critical level for charged particles is greater than that 
for neutral constituent because of the collisional cross-section between ions is far larger 
than that for neutral atoms and of each charged particle spirals along a line of force of 
field if collisions between them is not appreciable. Considering the strong rigidity of 
the earth's field, it may be likely that the ionic exosphere will extend to far greater 
distance than that of neutral one. The distribution function of atoms in the exosphere 
may be nearly Maxwellian specified by the temperature atthe critical level by  LIOUVILL's 
theorem and this critical temperature may be not much less than 1500°K from con-
sideration of the escape of helium, and in the following uniform temperature of 1500°K 
will be used. From the requirement that the Maxwellian must be a solution of sta-
tionary  BoLTzm  ANN equation without collision term 
   af af   v  • +CF+vXH—(v•)viaf  a  ra ri3C m  3C 
                                    —  -af  
  3C C. 3r v  =  0  , (8.1) 
                                      ax           Fe-g+E,  g= —-, (8.2)                                      ar 
where g is the gravitational accelerction, E the electric field, x the gravitational potential 
and v the velocity of rotations about the z-axis, we have the following conditions 
(CHAPMAN and COWLING  [4])  :
   (i)  a77ar  —0; temperature is uniform., 
   (ii)  a7,Iar=0; the mean motion is rigid rotation being independent of the presence 
       of magnetic field, 
   (iii)  rot  [E+  (vX 1-1)'  =0; field is axisymmetric and rotates rigidly with the matter, 
   (iv) there is a diffusive equilibrium distribution of density 
                        m 
 n  =  no exp                                  kT (X°±X+W)_.  ' 
where 
                     1                     —X0=—2  v.  , --a  w/a r = E+vX  H, 
 X° is a centrifugal and  T. an electrostatic poralization potential, respectively. From 
the condition of diffusive equilibrium, concentration of heavy elements uch as 0 
and N atom will decrease more rapidly compared with that of lighter atom for the 
high temperature of 1500°K, and at extreme heights the constituent of gas will be almost 
protons and electrons. There is a quasi-neutrality ofcharges between ions and electrons
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in consequence of electrostatic field and the variation of number density of hydrogen 
ion is approximately given by n----noexp [2.5  ()yr)] for the isothermal distribution at 
T=1500°K. From the observation of whistler dispersion, STOREY  [10; obtained 
the electron consentration of 400  particles/cm3 for the exosphere, using this value, 
the resulting values of  no range from 30 to  1200cm-3. Thus, we may suppose that the 
 electron-proton, atmosphere with such density extends to far distant from the earth's 
surface and conne ctsto the interplanetary space of which density near the earth's orbit
E 
v a
 Fe -2  76  ',to'  d
-Yfteicm2
 /o-4 
 (a'
 I
                 
2  4 6  6  /0  /2  /4 /6 
                           - (  r/r,) 
    Fig. 5. A model of the exosphere. The variations ofmagnetic energy  1/2/87t gravita-
          tional  py,  kinet;c energy of rigid rotation  pS22(r/r0)2/2 and gas pressure p with            height under the assumption that there is an isothermal electron-proton atmos-
          phere at temperature  T=1500 deg K and the distribution f magneticdipole 
           field, the concentration of proton is n  =103 particles/cm3, except for gas pressure 
           in which  n=n0e2.5(r0/7) is used.  ph is the gas kinetic pressure due to theearth's 
           orbital motion of velocity  U  2  .106 cm/sec.  p, the gas pressure of the external 
           I-P space of number density  n-103  particles/cm3 at  T=104 and  105 degK. 
is approximately 600  particles/cm3 (SIEDENTOPF et al.  [9j). According to the above 
distribution of proton, the kinetic energy of thermal motion of particles (gas pres-
sure) is very much less than the magnetic energy of the dipole field up to distance of 10 
earth's radii and the magnetic field in the exposphere is nearly current-free since 
there is no force being comparable to the magnetic pressure. Using the above results, 
we can construct a model of the electron-proton exosphere as is shown in Fig. 5. From 
this figure it may be appeared that the gravitational acceleration is almost negligible 
and the contributions of the rigid rotational motion and of gas pressure becomes pro-
gressively important with increasing height. 
9 Possible Interactions between the Interplanetary Gas and the Earth's 
  Exosphere 
   As is shown in the last section the number density of ion in the exosphere and the 
interplanetary space near the earth's orbit is considerably greater than that of hitherto
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 considered and in the regions out of distance larger than about 10 earth's radii from the 
 surface the kinetic energy of rotation and gas pressure are comparable order of magn-
itnde with the magnetic energy of the geomagnetic field. Since the interaction between 
the field and the ionized gas may be largest when there is an equi-partition of energy 
between the magnetic field and the others of gas, we have now a cricumstance that 
the strong  hydromagnetic phenomenon may  be possible in the most outer part of the ex-
osphere and the field in this region may be distorted from that of the dipole distribution. 
    On the distortion of the outer geomagnetic field  SIMPSON  [39] pointed out the west-
ward shift of geomagnetic equator from the analysis of cosmic-ray particles with low 
energy and its interpretation and further test was done by several workers (MAEDA 
[40], PFOTZER  [41], ROTHWELL  421 and  KODAMA [43] ). We shall now consider the 
possibilities which contribute the distortion of field from the hydrogmanetic point of 
view. 
    DUNGEY [38] showed that the magnetic cavity, wherein the earth's magnetic 
field is confined, with the radius of about 9 earth's radii was produced through the 
 CHAPMAN-FERRARO process when there is relative motion between the interplanetary gas 
(I-P gas) and the earth with a velocity comparable to the orbital velocity of the earth, 
which is 20 km/sec. On the other hand, from the fact that the shape of the surface 
of equal density of I-P gas is alleged and flattened which obtained by the observa-
tions of zodiacal light  (Om< [441), it is likely that the I-P gas rotates about the sun. 
Thus, it is uncertain that whether there is a relative motion between the  I-P gas and 
the earth's exosphere corresponding to the earth's orbital velocity. On a standpoint 
of the  rotation of the solar system, it may be a case in which the  1-P gas  near the earth's 
orbit rotates with the earth's about the sun. If there is relative motion between the 
 1-P gas and the earth corresponding to the earth's orbital velocity U, this motion 
will be decelerated by the collisions of I-P particles with the earth's magnetic avity. 
    We shall now discuss the rate of this decceleration very approximately.  The change 
of momentum per unit time and unit area at the surface of the cavity through this 
collisions is roughly 2nm(U  sinH)2, where n is the number density and m the mass of I-P 
particle. Taking only the head-on collisions, the total change of momentum per unit 
time over the frontal hemisphere is
            17'dqf2 n(U sin 0)2 R2 Sin Ode3= 87-rn m R2 U2 , (9.1)        00
where R is the radius of the cavity. Since this gain of momentum ust be equal to 
the loss from that of the earth's motion, we have 
                      d U   --M2 
 d  t3 _m  R2 U2, (9.2) 
where M is the total mass of the earth and its solution with the initial condition that 
 U=--U, at 1=0 is given by 
                                    Un  U —
KUt(9.3) 
where
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              2nmR2 (9.4)  K  —                 3M
If U becomes U' after time t', we have the relation 
 ti =  (KU  o)—'  (Uu°  —  1)  , (9.5) 
and taking  U'  =U  0/2, the time  t'„ becomes 
 t'  2 =  (IC  U0)—' . (9.6) 
With the appropriate values that  M=6.0  x  1627gr,  U  0=2.0  x  106cm/sec,  R=6.4  X 100 
                                                                                                                   - cm (10 earth's raddii), m=1.7 x 10-2 4gr (mass of proton) and n=103 particles/cm3, we 
have  t'  ,12=3.0  X 1029 sec. 
    In this manner, this collisional decceleration is almost neglegible in the age of the 
earth and the relative orbital motion between the  I-P gas and the earth may be 
qualified for a possible cause of the geomagnetic distortion, but its geometrical configura-
tion may be very complicated. 
    Taking into account he rotation of the earth, the geometrical configuration of a 
cavity, which may be produced by the process mentioned in  the last paragraph, will 
become nearly axial symmetry except for the contribution due to the inclination between 
the axis of rotation and of geomagnetic field. If the space surrounding the earth is 
vacuum, the whole of the earth including its atosphere  would rotate as a rigid body in 
the first approximation. While the earth with its atmosphere is immersed in the  rare-
fied conducting  1-P gas. If we assume that the dipole-distribution of the earth field 
is extended into the  LP gas, then in stationary state the  1-P gas will also rigidly rotate 
with the line of force of the geomagnetic field by the strong rigidity of lines of force and 
its rotational velocity becomes extremely large. This is impossible from the physical 
point of view. Therefore, the field and the rotation of the earth must be separated from 
that of  1-P gas in the trnsition layei between them. As is shown in the last section the 
magnetic energy per unit volume is much the stronger up to distances of about 10 earth's 
radii and at the levels higher than this, the kinetic energy of rigid roation becomes 
progressively large. If the kinetic energy of rotational motion with velocity v is 
comparable with magnetic energy, 
                      2                            1 Pv2 8 Hz                                                   (9.7)
 —
7-r
Let L being a dimensional length of the region where the HALL term of generalized 
 OhM's law (2. 20) has the comparable magnitude with motional induction, then 
         L
ev (9.8) 
Using the relation of energy balance (9. 7), the typial lenght L is nearly 
                     L4 
7                                                             1/ 2
              -)(9 .9)                                   ..n e2
this is a wave length of proton plasma oscillation and takes the value of L  7.2X  105 
cm for the electron-proton plasma with density of  n=103  particles/cm3. It may be,
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therefore, possible that the radial limitation of field and rotation of the earth will be 
caused by HALL current flowing in the relatively thin boundary layer between the 
I-P gas and the exosphere. 
   Recently CHPAMAN [45] proposed a model that the I-P gas near the earth's orbit 
is the extension of the solar outer corona and its temperature near the earth is the 
order of  104-105 (the possible largest value is  2x  105) under the condition of con-
ductive equilibrium of heat. In his model the effect of the solar general field does 
not taken account, but if we consider the flatterned shape of I-P gas the direction of 
the lines of force of the solar field may be nearly radial within this flattened region. 
Then, his model does not need the appreciable modification when the sun has its gene-
ral field. Considering the above circumstance, it seems that the earth's exosphere is
a relatively cold plasma with the temperature of 1500°K being surrounded by a hot 
plasma of temperature of  104---105°K. If we assume that the density of both plasma 
is nearly equal, it becomes necessary, owing to the pressure balance at the boundary 
surface, that current flows within the transition layer and the resulting Maxwell stress 
compensates the diffeience of gas  pressure between them.* The values of external 
pressure  p, corresponding to T=104 and  105°K for  n=103 particles/cm3 are shown 
in Fig. 5. 
   Every possibility discussed above will contribute more or less to the distortion of the 
geomagnetic field and the formation of the cavity. Due to the large radial gradient 
which may be present in the transition layer, the diffusion of charged particles of low 
energy being across through such a layer may be almost impossible. Then, the tran-
sition layer can be treated macroscopically asa surface of discontinuity of temperature, 
rotational velocity and etc. 
10 The Physical Conditions of the Thin Transition Layer between the Inter-
    planetary Gas and the Exosphere 
   On discussing the electrodynamics in the most outer part of the exosphere, 
collisions between charged particles can be neglected since the mean free path of particle 
is extremely larger than thickness of the transition layer. If the concentration of 
particles is so small that the mutual interactions between them are negligible, the 
orbit of a charged particle will be determined when field is specified (say,  STORmER 
theory for the motion of single particle in the dipole magnetic field). On the other 
hand, in circumstances being experienced in the study of cosmical phenomena the density 
is fairly so large as to take account he mutual interaction which appears mainly as 
the poralization field retaining the quasi-neutrality of charges. The method that 
studies the rarefied plasma with the orbital theory of single particle is often introduc-
ed to paradoxial results (SCHLUTER  [46] ALLIS [47]). 
    While, as was shown in section 2, equations of continuity and of momentum balance 
is correct except for the form of pressure stress tensor, we can discuss the boundary 
      * The present author proposed a corresponding model for the spherical earth in connec-
  tion with the distortion of the geomagnetic field and interpreted the westward shiftof the 
  geomagnetic quator with this model [27]. But now this interpretation is clearly incorrect.
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phenomenon by using these equations with MAXWELL'S equations including poralization 
field due to charge separation. In the following we will study the case in which the 
 HALL effect is predominant with this method. 
    Assuming that field lies in z-direction which is parallel to the boundary surface and 
every quantity varies  only in x-direction since the thickness of transition layer may be 
very small, we have the following equations for the motion of electrons  and ions for 
stationary state in e.m.u. 
 dui  n
imiud xeni (Ex+Vi HO— dpi, (10.1) 
       nemeue duep               
x 6(Ex±vedd, (10.2) 
 d v,         n
, —  e  niui  1  , (10.3)dx  
                  =nerneu,
d-v—xee n,u, H2, (10.4) 
               d x   (n,x                     u,) = 0,and (ne  ue) =  0  , (10.5)
where suffixes i and e specify the ion and the electron, respectively. From MAXWELL'S 
equations,                                              
.H,  —d= 4 rr jy , (10.6)  d  x 
                           dx = 47z.-ec2(ni—ne)  . (10.7) 
If the quasi-neutrality of charges is valid except in eq. (10. 7), as will be shown in the 
latter this approximation is fairly well, current density are given by 
 =  n  e  (vi  --ye)  , (10.8) 
 jx=  n  e  (ui  —TO  , (10.9) 
but  jx vanishes by  rot  Er=47rj and then, we have that This condition is 
justified from the fact that the motion of ions in x-direction is tied closely with that 
of electrons by the space charge electric field  Ex. 
   Assuming that the number density is nearly uniform  in the region considered and 
denoting it by  no, we have the following relations from the above equations 
                              dp  no (nti +1'ne)u-dud x— e nov Hz— (10.10)  dx 
                          dHz                        ——4 7Tno ev (10.11)                            d x 
 d  ve(mi+m(10 .12)  —  —e)H ..  d  x  m
i  me 
where  V  —V„ (10.13) 
 and  P  Pi+15,  • (10.14)
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From eqs. (10. 11) and (10. 12), we obtain 
 d2 Hz-4 7rno e2Tni  =  0  , (10.15)  d  x2 mime 
and its solution is given by 
 H, =  , (10.16) 
where 
 / Mi  Me  ilf  2                                                  (10.17)                L47rn0 e2  (mi  +  Me) 
and 1 is nearly the order of the wave length of electron plasma oscillations. Simi-
larly, there is 
 v  =  vi—ve  =  v0e—x1' (10.18) 
where  vo  =  (H0/4  ,r  noel) . (10.19) 
Using the approximation that the kinetic energy of mean motion in x-direction is 
negligibly smaller  than that of random motion, from eqs. (10. 1) and (10. 2) we have 
 enovH,—  dciPx , (10.20) 
 en,(Ex+V  Hz)  =  —1 d  (pi—pc), (10.21)  2 
ci x 
where  vi  +v,.  (10.22) 
Also, we obtain 
 df) e (Mi —me) H
z (10.23)  d  x m
ime 
from eqs. (10. 3) and (10. 4). 
Integrating eq. (10. 20), we have the total gas pressure 
                             II:_2,1             = 
87re1• 82rlit(10.24) 
Assuming that the kinetic temperatures of electron and ion are nearly equal and using 
the boundary condition that  Vi  =ve=0 at  x=cc, we obtain the following solutions 
 _  e   (ms  —me)  / Ho  e—xl  , (10.25)  mime 
 Exe(Mi—Me)H-; (10.26) 
 mi  me 
 4 Ho1e—x/1'(10.27)                 4
7r
 ni  —ne 
quasi-neutrality 
 ni  —ne   
!  no  x=0
 Mi  —me
The validness of
 2  7r  mi  m„c2 
is shown by 
 H:
11:e--2x11
—  2  
n"  no  me  ca
 V  A: 
—  
62
(10.28)
(10.29)
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where  17,1e=  (H:/4  znome)" is the velocity of ALFVEN wave in electron gas and  con-
siderablly smaller than that of light in the usual  hydromagn.etics. From eqs. (10. 18) 
and (10.  25), we have 
 vi  me 
                                                 (10.30) mi 
Now we come to the situation that the study of the interaction between the I—P gas and 
the exosphere is reduced to the plasma electrodynamics in the transition layer with 
the small thickness 1, which is the typical dimension of the region where the diffusion 
term of lefthand side of  OHM  's law (2. 14) may have the comparable order of magnitude 
with the motional induction, and field is suffered the strong radial limitation within 
this layer by the HALL current and the pressure contribution.
Table 3.
DEBYE length 
radius of gyration of 
  electron 
radius of gyration of 
 proton 
wave length of electron 
 plasma oscillation 
wave length of proton 
 plasmsa oscillation 
mean free path of 
 electron
 VD  =  (k1  e2)1/2 
 r,  (mei  2  7r  e2  2 
 (mi/2  ,2  7)1/  2
 le_  (me/4  ir  n)1/  2
 li=  (rni/4  n  e2n)1/2 
  = [8.1 11 ( 3 ke2T)21I1(71)e2/3 T)]-1
 2.3.10  cm 
 1.5.104
 6.2.105 
 1.7.104 
 7.2.105 
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    For the sake of references, the values of some characteristic length in the region 
near the outer boundary of the exosphere are shown in Table 3 under the assumptions 
that there is a pressure balance between magnetic and gas pressure and the temperature 
and the number density are  104°K and  103 particles/cm3, respectively, the result-
ing gas pressure is the order of 2.8  X10-3 dyne/cm2. This value introduces the intensity 
of field of  2.6  x  10-4 gauss, under the condition of pressure balance, which corresponds 
to the intensity of dipole field at the level of the about 10 earth's radii. Since the 
 DEBYE length  TB is  considerablly smaller than the thickness (-=--le) of the considering 
region, the quasi-neutrality is nearly valid. Furtheremore, it appears that the 
thickness of the region is a little larger than the radius of gyration of electron, but 
smaller than that of proton. Thus, the motion of ion is not almost affected by the 
presence of magnetic field with the exception that the motion of ion is tied with that of 
electron, which is influenced  considerablly by field, through the space charge lectric field. 
   This situation is similar to that of the surface phenomena of the constriction of 
plasams in fusion reactor  (KANTRowiTz and  PETSCHEK  [48],  ROStNBLUTH [141) except 
that there is no magnetic field within constricted plasma in the latter, while in the 
former the field is confined within the cavity and the lines of force passing through the 
surface layer of this cavity may cross the ionospheric region on some latitude, and the 
geomagnetic disturbances and the auroral display may be connected colsely with 
this situation.
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 11 Torsional Oscillations in the Exosphere Caused by the sudden Increase 
    of External Radiation 
    The hydromagnetic torsional oscillations of lines of force of the dipole magnetic 
 field was studied by several workers  (DUNGEY  KATO and WATANABE  [49] and 
 JAB  COBS and  CBAYASIII  50') in connection with the geomagnetic pulsations and its 
eigen periods of oscillation are analysed. In this section we will discuss quantitative-
ly this oscillation for the case that the intensity of the external radiation illuminating 
a highly conducting as, which rotates  rigidly with magnetic field, increases uddenly 
and the radiative equilibrium condition is established within a rotating gas during the 
very short time. Then, the inward transport of angular momentum by radiation will 
disturb the rigid rotation as was discussed in section 5 and the torsional oscillation 
of lines of force will be excited by the magnetic restoring force. Such situation is interest 
in connection with the very intense solar flare, since there is a possibility that the 
radiative contribution predominates in the upper atmosphere of the earth when such 
an intense flare occurs (SPITZ ER  [371). 
    We take a very simple model that the axisymmetric radiation increases its 
intensity suddenly. We have, then, the following equation for perturbation field  h, 
 3' h      —  Ho• grad rFo•grad (65h)_CoH0-grad[2 S2  Fr +9- a  (r2F,)-1,  at4 7t p-2           Pr2ay 
                                                    (11.1)
where  H, is the stationary dipole field, p the density of conducting as,  12 the angular 
velocity of rigid rotation,  Fr the increased intensity of radiation and  65 the distance 
from the axis of rotation. If radiation flux is conserved in the region considered, the 
representation of  Fr is given by 
                  Fr = (-R/2—foH (t) (11.2) 
                              7 where H(t) is the  HEAVISIDE'S unit function. Using the equation of line of force of 
the dipole field 
 =  7,  COS2  0, (11.3) 
where  0 is the geomagnetic latitude, we have the following subsidiary equation cor-
responding to eq. (11. 1) 
        fi2 — I Hp19Licos--13(cos3fic,)                 rp 
 2J?Ho)(yo )6( R)2 cos_40 
 prorero (  f  cos-6d)(11.4) 
 , where  H, is the intensity of the dipole field at the surface, under the initial condition that 
                     (k)t=o att =0 
Meassuring the distance in a unit of the earth's radius and after some modifications, 
eq. (11. 4) becomes
 1  1  4  T  TAMAO 
        12d 6 x         _x2p2 x- K 4)-1(11 .5)        dx21x2dx_x2)4 
where  X  cos2 , (11.6) 
        x, (11.7) 
 x2H (11.8)                              1 4 
7 p 
 K  8  .72-„Q  o lr:R2f0. (11.9) 
   Since it is impossible to obtain the analytical solution of eq.  (11. 5), we must rely 
on some approximation method. Taking into account that  I  X1I>1, the WBK-
method is useful for this case. The homogeneous part of. eq (11. 5) is 
 c12  7)  _x2p2  p  (x)  w  _  0 (11.10)  d  x2 
where z7) = X (1—X2)-3  (IL  11) 
 P  (x)(1—X2)6+4  8X2
x2)2(11.12) 
Since I Xj) 1>1 , we have approximately  13(x)L-_--  (1—x2)6 except for the range  I  x and 
apply the WKB-method. Then, we have 
 (x)  (1—X2)"  [A  et7(x)+Be—vT(x)1+0  [(x  p)-1], (11.13) 
where  T  (x)  =  x  —x5+  s-3  x5+  4 x7  . (11.14) 
Using this supplementary solution, we can obtain the particular solution of eq. (11. 5). 
In this way we have the following general solution for  h, 
 =  A  eAP7(x)  +B  e—''PT(x)+K  (x,  p) , (11.15) 
where 
    (x,fi)— —12 XLeAkg (x,p)C"P7(x)dxe—xPT (x)Ig ( ,p)ekP'(x),(11.16) 
and 
                  g(x,p)x(1—X2)5/2r'(x)  (11.17)                                X21)2 (1—X92T'29  x2 
From the boundary condition that  /4  =0 at  x—±-xo, we have 
                K er (x0p)Sinh[X,fiT(1(11.18)                                 ' Si
nh(x (,)] 
Then, using the INVERSION  THEOREM, the oscillational part of  h, is 
 K f et,  Sinh  [X 7  (x)](x
o, c, (11.19)*  2  7riJ Sinh  [X  T  (X0) 
     * In this approximation the integral corresponding to the stationary part does not converge. 
  therefore we must take the solution in terms of power expansion about  p-0 by the FROBENIUS
 method for this case.
            SOME PROBLEMS ON THE 
Considering the poles of the  integrand of the 
above equation, we obtain the following 
eigen period of oscillations 
 2  T
,=H°—1/ 2 (x0)  n47r•p (1 —x0)4  '
 (n  =  1,  2,  3,  .  .  .  .) (11.20) 
Fig. 6 shows the variation of  (H,  47T  All  T  n 
as a function of the geomagnetic colatitude 
 0 in the case that  n=103 particles, 
 H0=0.32 gauss and  r  6.37X  108  cm. 
Using the same values, we show also the 
values of the period  T1 of the first harmonies 
of oscillation for the various latitude in 
Table 4. It is noted here that the values 
obtained with the present method are not 
good approximation for the polar regions. 
 Evaluating the integral in eq. (11.  19), 
 h,  =  48  Kxo  (1  -  xo  +  (-1)e 
 n=1 
                   X)  X  [T (4]-1  con' sinLH 7r 7(sin co„t  ,                      T(Xo) 
                     (11.21) 
          Table 4. Eingen period of  fundameni 
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Fig. 7. The curves of mean intensity 
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12 Conclusion 
   From the views discussed in the  pi  eced-
ing sections it may be concluded that the 
strong radial limitations of the field and of 
the rotation of the earth should be occurred 
within the relatively thin transition layer 
between the outer part of the exosphere and 
the I-P space, and this layer plays a role as 
a magnetic barrier for low energy particles, 
but not for relativistic one. To proceed to 
further discussion, it is necessary to investi-
gate the transport phenomena in the rarefi-
ed plasma which are important for the 
downward flow of energy and viscous effect, 
from the point of the gas kinetic theory. 
It will be also expected that the radial 
limitation of the field may introduce the 
different effects for the cosmic-ray and the 
auroral particles from that experienced by 
the presence of the non limited dipole distri-
bution of field. At any rate, we now stand 
at the situation that the fundamental prob-
lems of the plasma physics should be studied 
from the theoretical side.
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 remarks  : 
   If thelines of forces of the geomagnetic dipole field are extended into the non-
rotating I—P gas, the so-called  Trtoroidal field is produced within the boundary 
layer between the exosphere and the  I—P gas. From eq. (5.10), the order of the 
magnitude of this field is roughly  H,-47to-r.OR  t.sin  8 cos  8 in the stationary state, 
where  0- is the electrical conductivity, r the radius of the boundary surface, L the 
thickness of the layer wherein the variation of the angular velocity is appreciable and 
 Hy the  intensity of the radial component of the dipole field. Then, the total outward 
transport of angular momentum through this spherical surface is (2/15)  r317  4, by eq. 
 (5.6), where  I= is the intensity of the  T2-field and given by 4  TrarL  91,A_ Sincethis 
outward flow of angular momentum should be equal to the decrease of that of the 
earth, we have  —I  (dk  dt) = (2/15)  r3  H  , where I is the moment ofinertia of the earth 
about the rotational xis. Therefore, the time  T, in which the rotation of the earth 
is stopped by magnetic stress, isnearly  T"-  15  I  (8  7z-0-  Lril  fir  12)-1. Using the values of 
that  1=7.4.1044 gr. cm.,  H.  =0.62(ro/r) gauss where  ro is the radius of the earth,  L— 
le= 1.7.  104 cm.,  (1.-7.3.1.0-5 rad.  sec-1., and  cr  =1.2.10—s  e.m.  u. (corresponding to the 
temperature of 1500 deg. K), the approximate values of  fir, and  rt. for the various 
values of  (r/ro) are obtained and shown in the following table. From this table we 
can expect that the rotation of the earth will almost break down during the age of 
the earth  (-3.2.  1016 sec.) under the above mentioned condition. 
    
- - 
- - -- 
 r/ro 3 5 8 10 15 20 
 Hr (gauss)  2.3.10-2  5.0.10-3  1.2.10-3  6.2.10-4  1.9.10-4  7.8./0-5 
 (gauss)  7.4.10-1 2.7.10-1  1.0.10-1 6.8.10-2  3.0.10-2 1.7.10-2 
 (sec.) 3.3.1015  9.2  .103-5 2.4.1016 3.5.1016  7.3.1016 1.9.1017
